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Abstract

Predicting Thread and Page Mappings for NUMA
systems

Anastasiia Stupnikova

Modern multi-core systems have Non-Uniform Memory Accesses effects 
where the access time of a thread to its data (page) depends on 
NUMA node memory connection. Applications can be executed across a 
large range of diverse mapping combinations, such as Contiguous 
and Scatter thread policies and First-touch, Locality and Balance 
page policies. A number of used NUMA nodes and the degree of 
parallelism also must be considered.

Because of the complex interaction between threads and data and 
due to system complexity, it is challenging to predict the 
performance impact of a mapping.

In this thesis, we propose a clustering model that we trained on 
diverse applications to predict the best mapping. The model takes 
advantage of how different applications are sensitive in the same 
way to different NUMA changes. To implement the model, first we 
clustered codes based on their relative execution improvement 
across different mappings. We assume that codes in the same 
cluster will benefit from the same mapping: to predict a new code 
mapping, our model assigns it to an existing cluster and selects 
its mapping. 

We further improved our model by directly clustering the codes 
over a subset of hardware performance counters.
Performance counters are able to collect more relevant information 
and allowed us to cluster the codes with only two features 
(execution time and local bandwidth) while reasonably preserving 
the model performance gains. In other words, instead of running 
all the mappings, with only two runs (one run per feature), we 
were able to select mappings that achieve almost 2x speedup. As a 
result, our approach provides competitive performance in 
comparison to most recent related work as we consider a large 
space of NUMA mappings.
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1 Introduction

Architectures with uniform accesses from all processors to memory benefit from
low latency, but have a limited scalability. Therefore, to sustain scalability grow,
today servers adopted the Non-Uniform Memory Access system design.

NUMA system effects are characterized by how a thread accesses a data:
assigned to the same node pages are local to the thread, whereas pages on an-
other node are remote and remote accesses take more latency. Various thread
and page policies have been proposed to optimize the system latency and band-
width by considering the trade-off between local and remote accesses.

Selecting the most efficient mapping may provide significant performance
gains but is a challenging task as we need to consider the complex interaction
between applications and systems.

Previous work have proposed different mapping strategies to optimize per-
formance: increase the amount of local page accesses [1], balance the number
of page accesses across nodes [2]. Yet, this was not enough: these strategies are
mutually excluding. Different codes and systems require different optimization
strategies. Therefore, methods appeared to select which is the best NUMA opti-
mization strategy for a system or a code: Wang et al. [3] allow to choose among
thread optimizations and Denoyelle et al. [4] allow a combination of thread and
page optimizations. We even see scenario where developers has to manually
choose based on information that is provided to them [5].

In our work we propose a new strategy to select a NUMA configuration.
The approach provides competitive performance gains compared to previous
strategies [3, 4] as it considers more diverse configurations.

2 Background

In this section, we introduce NUMA effects and present how they can be opti-
mized.

2.1 NUMA Effects

State-of-the-art multi-socket systems have Non-Uniform Memory Accesses where
performance depends on the location of the data relative to the threads accessing
it. Such systems have multiple nodes, with memory and many cores per node.
And threads are mapped to cores within a node and pages to the memory of
the node. In particular, every access from a thread to a page is classified as
either local or remote. Figure 1 illustrates these accesses: we consider one page
P that is accessed by 4 threads. The threads are mapped to cores within a node
and the page is directly mapped to the memory of the node. Threads 2 and 3

9



Node0

P

Node1

T0 T1 T2 T3

Figure 1: NUMA system. Degree of parallelism: 4; thread NUMA degree: 2;
thread placement: Contiguous. Threads 2 and 3 are accessing Page locally and
threads 0 and 1 are accessing Page remotely.

perform local accesses while threads 0 and 1 perform remote ones. Intra-node
accesses rely on a intra-chip interconnect that provides both lower latency and
higher bandwidth than the node-to-node interconnect used for remote accesses.

Threads can be assigned to multiple NUMA nodes, but this causes additional
remote accesses which increase latency. But this also brings additional intra-
node bandwidth as every node has its own interconnect to memory. Therefore,
thread and data mappings optimization requires to consider the trade-off be-
tween latency and bandwidth. And to optimize this trade-off, different policies
have been proposed.

In the next section, we describe the different mapping policies.
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2.2 Policies and their impact

There is a number of policies for both threads and pages, that optimize the
diverse NUMA effects.

2.2.1 Thread Policies

To classify threads policies, we consider three parameters.

The Degree of parallelism is constrained by the number of cores a system
has or the scalability of the application that is executed. As a result, a high
number of threads can result in performance degradation (see Figure 2).

Thread NUMA degree is a number of NUMA nodes used to map threads.
It allows to control the amount of access an application has to additional band-
width through new remote accesses. This is particularly important for applica-
tions that use a limited number of threads as evening out thread accesses among
nodes allows to use the whole possible bandwidth across the system (see Figure
3).

Threads assignment on nodes can be done in different ways. Contiguous
policy allows to assign threads in a sequential way. In a case, where threads
access evenly and contiguously arrays, mapping threads contiguously not only

Node0

T0

Node2

Node1

Node3

T1 T2 T3

T4 T5 T6 T7

Figure 2: Degree of parallelism: 8, thread NUMA degree: 1; thread placement:
Contiguous.
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Figure 3: Degree of parallelism: 8, thread NUMA degree: 4; thread placement:
Contiguous.

increases locality but also cause better cache utilization due to improved spatial
locality1. Scatter thread policy, in the opposite, aims to distribute threads
among nodes in a round-robin way that all memory controllers have similar
number of accesses[2].

In Figures 4 and 5 we can consider more threads to illustrate the parallelism
and number of used nodes.

2.2.2 Page Policies

Page placement significantly impacts the performance of the applications. By
some policies (i.e. Interleave) pages maybe placed independently from threads
accessing them, but pages are always mapped on the same number of nodes as
threads. Different page placement policies are listed below.

First-touch is the default Linux OS policy, where a page is placed on the
same node as the thread that first accesses it. In applications that are not
explicitly optimized for NUMA systems, a single thread is commonly used to
initialize the data. In such scenarios, threads mapped across the system will
cause many remote accesses therefore decreasing the performance.

1Due to shared cache across cores on the same NUMA node.
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Figure 4: Contiguous thread policy: threads are mapped to nodes in a sequential
way. Degree of parallelism: 32; thread NUMA degree: 4.
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Figure 5: Scatter thread policy: threads are mapped to nodes in a round-robin
way. Degree of parallelism: 32; thread NUMA degree: 4.
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Balancing policies allow to avoid such situations by evening the number of
page accesses across the nodes: for Interleave policy page placement we iter-
ate over page addresses and map them successively across the nodes while for
balance policy the node with the currently least accesses will be chosen. (see
Figure 6).

Node0

P1

Node1

P3

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

P0 P2

Figure 6: Degree of parallelism: 8; thread NUMA degree: 2; Page policy for
balancing number of page accesses: pages 2 and 3 are placed on node 0 as node
1 already had 4 accesses and the goal of the policy to even number of accesses.
Thus, nodes 0 and 1 have 3 and 4 page accesses respectively.
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Locality policy results in a higher amount of local accesses by placing pages
to the same nodes as threads accessing them the most. An application execu-
tion with such policy benefits from higher local bandwidth and reduced latency
(Figure 7).

Node0

P3

Node1

P2

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

P0 P1

Figure 7: Degree of parallelism: 8; thread NUMA degree: 2; Page policy for
improving locality of the pages: pages 0, 2, 3 are placed to the same nodes as
threads accessing them. Page 1 is accessed by threads from both nodes, but
most of accesses are coming from the first one. Thus, improved locality may be
achieved by placing page 1 on node 0.
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3 Implementation

Here we describe the instrumentation used for our measurements and visualisa-
tion, and illustrate challenges we faced.

3.1 Experimental setup

We consider a Sandy Bridge (Intel E5-4605, 2.7GHz,20MB LLC, 128GB RAM,
4 nodes/32 cores) NUMA system for our experiments. The fact that the system
has 4 nodes allows us to explore diverse configurations.

To preserve consistent results with previous runs[6], for code compilation
and execution LLVM 3.8 compiler[7] and intel runtime[8] where used to-
gether with 2.7GHz system frequency which was set with CPUfreq governor.

To implement the different NUMA mappings, the thread configuration was
changed by directly updating the environment variables: OMP NUM THREADS
for degree of parallelism and KMP AFFINITY[9] for thread placement based
on topology of the system. Page configuration was changed thanks to the Linux
syscall move pages[10].

htop[11] was used for monitoring of the core usage with allocated threads.

numactl[12] is a utility which allows to run processes with predefined page
placement policy and we used it for easy round-robin page allocation for Inter-
leave page policy implementation.

Hyper-threading allows to assign multiple threads to one physical core.
Hyper-threading is out of the scope of this study. So we only used one thread
per core. To do so, we assigned threads by changing environment variables in
order to not make changes in BIOS and further restarting the system.

3.2 Thread access pattern extraction with NUMAlize

In order to implement the previously described Locality and Balance page poli-
cies, we needed to know which thread accesses which page and how often. These
collected thread access patterns are an input for page allocation files generation.
Moreover, the data also could be considered as additional features for the model
input. We used a tool called NUMAlize[5] for getting thread access pattern of
an application. It uses pin[13] to trace all the accesses to memory which cause
a 10× slowdown, but it must be run only once per thread configuration.
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3.3 Hardware performance counters features collection with
likwid

To apply the prediction model we need some properties of the code. We con-
sider Hardware performance counters which are special registers that contain
hardware-related measurements which in our case may be used to quantify the
impact of a NUMA policy. likwid [14] tool collects this data in a fast and easy
way and present the results as performance groups per topic: there is a NUMA
group already that we can use to monitor NUMA effects.

likwid provides two possibilities to measure runtime. Runtime (RDTSC)
is measured by non-stop reading Time Stamp Counter (TSC). Runtime un-
halted counts clockticks at the same rate as the TSC, but only while CPU is
not in halt state. Thus, by using Runtime unhalted metric we could get more
precise value of an application execution time.

3.4 Diverse code usage with codelets

We consider two ways to explore the different NUMA effects. First, we natively
evaluated two applications across the many diverse NUMA mappings that we
explored. This approach is very accurate as we directly see the impact of a map-
ping over the performance but also very costly: executing Streamcluster takes 4
minutes and we need to evaluate it many times. To reduce this exploration time
in order to consider more codes, we used codelets. Codelets are sequences of
machine code instructions that represent each parallel region. Codelet Extractor
and REplayer [15] framework was used for codelets extraction.

3.5 Codes benchmark suites

To explore large spectrum of behaviours we decided to use different benchmarks
from well-known suites. 34 codelets were taken from Rodinia[16] and NAS[17]
benchmark suites.

3.6 Clustering

For clustering Hierarchical ward algorithm was used. Even thought K Means
time complexity is linear and that of Hierarchical clustering is quadratic, we
had a small enough data set so that we can afford to execute the most costly
clustering strategy, Hierarchical. Selection of Euclidean distance metric is a
parameter.

3.7 Caveats to address

During the work with BT application, we noticed that pages should be assigned
to nodes with default First-touch policy before they could be moved to a target
node. For this purpose, we made an additional function call outside of parallel
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region and a page allocation file was inserted right after the call.

We observed a performance instability issue [6] due to NUMA effects in
Streamcluster: threads are mapped to cores as expected by KMP AFFINITY
when the runtime is loaded. And the runtime is loaded when the first parallel
region of an application is executed. Pages before that are mapped with First-
touch policy to the node of the master thread. The issue here is that the master
thread may not be on the same node in that period and later during the parallel
region execution. OS decides where the master thread is before the first parallel
region and this cause performance instability. To address this issue, we have
inserted an empty parallel region in the beginning in order to fix this and to be
able to implement thread policies.

4 Observed NUMA effects and policies impact

The goal of this section is to quantify how important NUMA effects are. To
do so, we measure the performance impact of different NUMA mapping policies.

We selected two relevant applications: BT and Streamcluster to study them
in details. We selected them because previous work[6] have shown that they
have different NUMA bottlenecks and therefore cover more diverse behaviors.

4.1 BT (z solve)

Figures 8 and 9 represent BT application runtimes executed across different pa-
rameters (see thread mapping parameters described in section 2.2.1): number
of NUMA nodes, degree of parallelism, and thread policies. First, we observe
that whatever thread policy or degree of parallelism is used, using 4 nodes al-
ways increases the performance over 1 or 2 nodes. Second, when using 8 or 16
threads, both Contiguous and Scatter provide the same performance. However,
Contiguous outperforms Scatter when 32 threads are used. Therefore, this illus-
trates how our parameters are connected: we need to explore all the parameters
together.

To perform a more fine-grained analysis, we focus our performance measure-
ments on z solve, as the most representative BT parallel region2. We addition-
ally consider the performance impact of different page policies as described in
section 2.2.2.

Figure 10 shows that Contiguous thread policy gives 1.25× better runtime
result in comparison with Scatter policy and the baseline, where page policy is
First-touch and operating systems handles threads placement. And improved

2x solve is slightly more time consuming than z solve. However, z solve behaves just as
y solve, and z solve together with y solve are almost two times more time consuming than
x solve by itself.
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8 threads 16 threads 32 threads

1 node 21,65

2 nodes 22,39 19,54

4 nodes 16,68 12,12 10,66
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Figure 8: (lower is better) BT runtime across 8, 16, 32 threads on 1, 2, 4 nodes
and Contiguous thread policy.
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1 node 21,51
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Figure 9: (lower is better) BT runtime across 8, 16, 32 threads on 1, 2, 4 nodes
and Scatter thread policy.

page locality results in the best runtime. Such performance gains can be ex-
plained because of thread access patterns. In this region successive threads
access evenly and successively the different data arrays. Therefore, placing suc-
cessive threads (with Contiguous) on the same node improves the overall locality.

To quantity how much locality is affected by the different mappings, we
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Figure 10: (lower is better) z solve runtime results with 32 threads on 4 nodes:
Contiguous and Scatter are thread policies, where L and B stand for page poli-
cies, aiming to improve Locality or Balance of memory controllers usage respec-
tively

measured it and Figures 11 and 12 show that after applying Contiguous thread
policy local accesses exceed remote ones, where Scatter thread policy applica-
tion gives the opposite result. By further considering page optimizations, the
difference between local and remote accesses is even more significant as 92%
accesses are done locally. Balanced page placement provides the opposite effect:
most of the accesses are remote what results in slower execution due to slower
remote bandwidth in comparison to local one. Thus, improved locality causes
lower latency. Optimizing both threads and pages further improves the perfor-
mance and proves the theory.

Figure 13 shows bandwidth when only 8 thread are mapped on 1 node: the
overall local bandwidth is 2200 MByte/s. At the same time, Figure 14 and Fig-
ure 15 show the overall intranode and internode (local and remote) bandwidth
when all the 32 cores are used: the average local bandwidth per node is also
2200 MByte/s. Therefore, using the full system is beneficial despite the remote
accesses and smaller inter node bandwidth as the overall bandwidth has almost
quadrupled.

Summary: We observe on BT that optimizing locality (both with threads
and pages) improves the performance on NUMA systems. Furthermore, there
were additional gains to use the whole system: all the 4 NUMA nodes. So
the additional bandwidth of each node compensates for the additional remote
accesses.
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Figure 11: z solve local memory accesses with Scatter and Contiguous thread
policies and page policies aiming to improve Locality and Balance. When local
accesses increase remote accesses decrease.
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Figure 12: z solve remote memory accesses with Scatter and Contiguous thread
policies and page policies aiming to improve Locality and Balance. When remote
accesses increase local accesses decrease.
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Figure 13: z solve local and remote bandwidth with 8 threads and pages on 1
node.
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Figure 14: z solve local bandwidth with Scatter and Contiguous thread policies
and page policies aiming to improve Locality and Balance.
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Figure 15: z solve remote bandwidth with Scatter and Contiguous thread poli-
cies and page policies aiming to improve Locality and Balance.

4.2 Streamcluster

We conducted a similar analysis on Streamcluster. However, due to technical
limitations3 we were not able to apply the page policies Locality or Balance.
Therefore, we used First-touch and Interleave (Interleave is similar to Balance
but instead of evening accesses per node, it evens pages placement per node).

Figures 16 and 17 represent application runtime across the different thread
parameters. Even though variations with Scatter policy give slightly better re-
sults, the most efficient combination is surprisingly 8 threads on one node.

Based on previous BT results where additional nodes brought additional
bandwidth, we decided to run test with 8 and 32 threads on 1 and 4 nodes with
Interleave page policy. Resulting runtime comparison on Figure 18 shows that
the most efficient way to execute Streamcluster is still running it on a single
NUMA node with only 8 threads. This is a significantly different optimal map-
ping in comparison to BT where we had to use the whole system.

Further examination of per node accesses (Figures 19 and 20) show that
node 0 has mostly local accesses and all other nodes have exclusively remote
ones. Further Figures 21 and 22 demonstrate how all pages have been mapped
in node node 0 due to default First-touch page policy. Changing the page map-
ping increased the overall bandwidth as pages are now more evenly placed across
the system. Nevertheless, the whole picture remains the same: 8 threads on 1
node is the most efficient mapping for Streamcluster.

3Address randomization prevented us from moving memory pages across different runs.
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Figure 16: (lower is better) Streamcluster runtime results across 8, 16, 32
threads on 1, 2, 4 nodes and Contiguous thread policy.
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Figure 17: (lower is better) Streamcluster runtime results across 8, 16, 32
threads on 1, 2, 4 nodes and Scatter thread policy.
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Figure 18: (lower is better) Streamcluster runtime results across 8 and 32
threads: Contiguous and Scatter are thread policies, where L and B stand for
page policy, aiming to improve Locality or Balance of memory controllers usage
respectively. All the combinations were applied on 4 nodes except the last one,
where 8 threads mapped on 1 node.
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Figure 19: Streamcluster local memory accesses with Scatter and Contiguous
thread policies and Interleave policy for page balance improvement.

Summary: We observe on Streamcluster the opposite effect than on BT:
additional bandwidth from 3 other nodes does not compensate the memory bot-
tleneck caused by remote accesses. The most efficient performance are achieved
only when a quarter of the system is used. This is illustrated by the bandwidth
consumption: with the highest NUMA degree, local bandwidth across the sys-
tem doesn’t exceed 180 MByte/s, where on Figure 23 it could be seen that local
bandwidth on a single node is even higher than 3000 MByte/s.
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Figure 20: Streamcluster remote memory accesses with Scatter and Contiguous
thread policies and Interleave policy for page balance improvement.
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Figure 21: Streamcluster local accesses bandwidth with Scatter and Contiguous
thread policies and Interleave policy for page balance improvement.
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Figure 22: Streamcluster remote accesses bandwidth with Scatter and Contigu-
ous thread policies and and Interleave policy for page balance improvement.
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Figure 23: Streamcluster bandwidth with 8 threads on single node.
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4.3 Conclusions

In this section, we observe different NUMA effects on BT and Streamcluster.
For BT Contiguous thread policy across all the nodes with optimized page lo-
cality is the more profitable configuration, while Streamcluster benefits more
from a single node execution with 8 threads.

These applications showcase two very different cases where optimizing NUMA
effects provide substantial performance gains.

In the next section, we consider more codes and try to detect patterns so
that we can identify their NUMA bottleneck. To do so, we will consider their
execution times across the different NUMA configurations.

5 Cluster analysis

In this section, we are interested in quantifying how much different codes are
affected in a similar way by different NUMA effects. To do so, we use clustering.

5.1 Clustering

Clustering is a statistical method for data processing. It gathers elements that
are similar into groups called clusters. Elements in a cluster are more similar
to each other than to those in other clusters.

To cluster codes based on how they are affected by NUMA effects, we mea-
sured them across different configurations and used the resulting execution times
as clustering features. As our end goal is to identify codes that will benefit from
the same NUMA optimization, we added more codelets from SP, FT, KMeans.

Clustering works with vectors and we gather all the execution times of each
code into a vector. Because applications have different execution times the
clustering will be biased towards how long an application is executed and not
towards how different NUMA mappings affect the performance which is our
goal. So we address this problem with normalization: each member of a vec-
tor will be divided to a default mapping value. Importance of selecting default
mapping for normalization will be illustrated in the next section.

Different NUMA configurations can be selected as default to normalize the
vectors. We decided to normalize the vectors using the most efficient configu-
rations on the previously explored applications.

8 threads on 1 node is the best mapping for sc omp 451 codelet (Stream-
cluster) and, therefore, is our first option.

16 threads on 2 nodes with Contiguous thread policy and Locality page pol-
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icy is another default mapping option as it is one of the most efficient mappings
for BT4.

The most inefficient mapping is where 8 threads are placed on a node, and
the pages are on an another one: all the memory accesses are become remote
which results in higher latency. We have decided to add this mapping to quan-
tify if some codes are not sensitive to NUMA effects. If a mapping produces
on purpose bad NUMA effects and yet the performance of that code are not
affected, then we can estimate that this code is not affected by NUMA effects.
Thus, it was selected as our third default mapping option.

Results of vector normalization with different default mappings were used as
clustering input data. In order to see any similarity of sensitivity among codes
several dendrograms and heatmaps were created based on the clustering we
performed (see Figure 24). 16 threads on 2 nodes with Contiguous thread policy
and Locality page policy mapping was chosen as the main default mapping and
it will be discussed in the next section.

5.2 Dendrogram and Heatmap

In a dendrogram two or more codelets are connected to each other with a verti-
cal axis are placed to the same cluster (considering the number of clusters where
they are connected). The horizontal axis represents distance between clusters:
the far away the common connection between 2 codes is, the less similarity in
sensitivity to mapping changes are between codelets. A respective number of
clusters will be a result of where the horizontal axis is cut.

Three BT codelets have similar behaviour and they are grouped together,
whereas bt adi 205 is placed in a cluster with sp compute rhs 1302 as, in fact,
they are 2 similar algorithms. This illustrates how by clustering codes based
on their NUMA sensitivities, we were able gather together similar algorithms.
Also, based on this dendrogram, we can conclude that most of SP codelets to-
gether with FT and Kmeans are closer to Streamcluster behaviour rather than
to BT. BT itself together with one of SP codelets forms a separate cluster group.

As dendrogram is a good way to display similarities between codes, a heatmap
is an additional representation of how codes are sensitive to mapping changes:

4Even though 32 threads on 4 nodes with Contiguous thread policy and Local page policy
was the best combination for z solve function within BT application, it is not the case for the
BT codelets where the mapping with best runtime results for z solve codelet is 16 threads on 4
nodes with Compact thread policy and Locality page policy. This could be explained as when
we are running codelets there is no need to include additional time to our measurements such
as variables initialization and other data that would be needed for function execution. We
have done 3 additional runs for BT codelets to have a median value across all the mappings
and to prove the theory. Moreover, as we already noticed in BT section, 16 and 32 threads
on 4 nodes executions resulted in evenly good runtime. Nevertheless, the same mapping but
on 2 nodes gives the best results for 3 of 4 BT codelets.
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Figure 24: Dendrogram and heatmap representing clustering of 14 codelets. On
Y axis is list of codelets. On X axis is list of mappings containing parameters
in following order: degree of parallelism, number of nodes, Contiguous or Scat-
ter thread policy; numbers from 0 to 2 stand for Locality, Balance and most
inefficient page policies. Heatmap color represents seconds.
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red regions represent high execution times as a result of inefficient mappings for
a specific codelet whereas faster runtimes are shown in blue. Their combination
demonstrates these behavioural similarities among codelets in a same cluster.

5.3 Considering larger spectrum of behaviours

To take into consideration a larger spectrum of behaviours, we decided to use
more codelets, 33 in total.

As a result, more diverse groups of clusters could be seen on the heat map
and dendrogram on Figure 25. Three BT codelets group a separate cluster
which is close to mentioned before cluster of bt adi 205 and sp compute rhs 1302
codelets. All the rest codelets have more similarities in sensitivity with Stream-
cluster group rather that with BT. Cluster of cg.A 551 is the only exception
here as it has no many similarities with two big groups of clusters (BT and
Streamcluster).

5.4 Conclusions

In this section, we observe how different codelets have the same sensitivity to
different NUMA changes and how they can be grouped together into clusters
based on their execution time. A dendrogram represents connections between
these clusters and a heatmap shows how a mapping affects codelets execution
from the same cluster in a similar way. Using higher amount of codelets allows
to form more diverse groups of clusters, which in turn have similar sensitivity
with either BT or Streamcluster codelets.

6 Classification based prediction model

After clustering, codes with similar sensitivity to mapping changes will be placed
in a same cluster. Thus, for every new application the best mapping may be
predicted based on cluster where it will be placed. Every cluster has centroid,
the point in the cluster that has its vector closest to the mean of all the vectors
within the cluster. The best runtime of the centroid will point on the best pre-
diction mapping for all members of the cluster.

But to be able to apply this model we need to consider several parameters.
To identify them, first we need to know how many clusters are enough to make
accurate prediction? Even though more clusters means more potential to get
a better mapping for each cluster, it also requires more profiling to be able to
distinguish between more mappings (e.g., 2 clusters provide the best mappings
for 2 groups of codelets; they will be relatively easy to find, but these predic-
tions will not be correct for most of codes in the corresponding cluster). And
what features could be used to do the clustering? In the beginning runtime
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Figure 25: Dendrogram and heatmap representing clustering of 33 codelets. On
Y axis is list of codelets. On X axis is list of mappings containing parameters
in following order: degree of parallelism, number of nodes, Contiguous or Scat-
ter thread policy; numbers from 0 to 2 stand for Locality, Balance and most
inefficient page policies. Heatmap color represents seconds.
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was used as the clustering feature, which actually requires to explore all the
configurations. But we can do clustering with other features from performance
counters. Our goal is to find clustering criteria that minimize the features to
collect while maximizing the end performance.

How can we be sure that our clustering based prediction is correct? To un-
derstand that, we want to find a mapping from the centroid that is as efficient
as possible and applied it to each member of a cluster. We want to minimize the
distance between the mapping of the centroid and the best mapping for each
code.

As before, vectors must be normalized first and two possible candidates for
default mapping are the best mappings from previously used applications: 8
threads on 1 node for Streamcluster and 16 threads on 2 nodes with Contiguous
thread policy and Locality page policy for BT. But using the first one is less
common as using only 1 node in a NUMA system without different thread and
page policies exploration is a corner case. Where 16 threads on 2 nodes could
be a reasonable compromise between degree of parallelism and NUMA degree of
our system. Figures 26 and 27 represent performance differences we got using
these two candidates: 16 threads on 2 nodes is giving 1.45x speedup with 3
clusters and the maximum speedup is 1.55x may be achieved with 20 clusters.
On the opposite, 8 threads on 1 node default mapping gives the maximum only
1.2x speedup with 20 clusters.
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Figure 26: (higher is better) Speedup achieved by comparison of centroid pre-
dicted mapping with default mapping 16 threads on 2 nodes with Contiguous
thread policy and Locality page policy. Clustering was based on runtime.
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Figure 27: (higher is better) Speedup achieved by comparison of centroid pre-
dicted mapping with default mapping 8 threads on 1 node. Clustering was based
on runtime.

As clustering also can be based on data from hardware performance coun-
ters, number of accesses and bandwidth were chosen as clustering features as
they are the most obvious parameters that can be affected by NUMA effects. In
the previous section, we normalized across runtimes, so we emphasized changes
across the configuration. In this case, we normalize across codes by dividing each
member of each vector to a maximum value of selected feature among codes,
thus, emphasize the changes of one metric across the different applications.

On Figure 28 average number of local and remote accesses and average lo-
cal and remote bandwidth were compared to default mapping and its runtime.
Closest to previous result (clustering based on runtime) gives clustering based
on average local bandwidth (Figure 28c): speed up of 1.43x is most stable and
could be achieved with 5 clusters.
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In fact, testing all the mapping combinations makes this prediction very
expensive. Thus, classification is needed to be extended to predict optimal
mapping without full exploration.

Moreover, clustering may be done not only on local bandwidth, but on a
complex of different data from hardware performance counters. After several
tests with different data combinations, we chose the following runs (configura-
tions) presented in Figure 29 as the most optimal: first run was done with 16
threads on 4 nodes with Contiguous thread policy and Balancing page policy
mapping and runtime was extracted from the results. Second run was done with
16 threads on 2 nodes with Contiguous thread policy and Locality page policy
mapping and average local bandwidth was taken from the results. This data
was sufficient to achieve the same 1.43 speedup with 6 clusters. Although this
requires to use one cluster more than we used for full exploration, now only 2
additional runs are needed for the same speed up.
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(a) Average number of local accesses.
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(b) Average number of remote accesses.
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(c) Average value of local bandwidth.
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(d) Average value of remote bandwidth

Figure 28: (higher is better) Speedup achieved by comparison of centroid pre-
dicted mapping with default mapping. Clustering was based on corresponding
feature from hardware performance counters.
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Figure 29: (higher is better) Speedup achieved by comparison of centroid pre-
dicted mapping with default mapping. Clustering was based on runtime and
local bandwidth of two mappings.

7 Results comparison with related work

Table 1 presents parameters of our model and those that were used to simulate
related work methods. It can be seen that our model considers more diverse
configurations as it contains all the mappings previous strategies use.

Work Degree of Thread NUMA Thread policy Page policy
parallelism degree

Dashti et al., 2013 32 4 Scatter Locality/Interleave
Diener et al., 2015 32 4 Scatter Locality
Wang et al., 2016 8,16,32 1,2,4 Scatter, Contiguous First-touch/Interleave

Denoyelle et al., 2019 32 4 Scatter, Contiguous First-touch/Balance
Our model 8,16,32 1,2,4 Scatter, Contiguous Locality/Balance

Table 1: Related work comparison.
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For related work comparison the default mapping was changed: 32 threads
on 4 node with Contiguous thread policy and all the pages were mapped on 1
node. This is a reasonable mapping5 which was not optimized for NUMA sys-
tems. Therefore, this new default illustrates how much taking care of NUMA
effects can improve the performance together with the relative difference be-
tween the different related work on NUMA optimization.

Resulted speed up is represented on Figure 30. Dashti et al., 2013[2] work
suggested to improve balance (when locality of a page is improved in the case
where only threads from the same node access the page), where Diener et
al.,2015[1] work was aiming to improve locality. That is not enough, so re-
sulted speedups are slightly higher than the base line. The most recent work
Denoyelle et al., 2019[4] allows to choose a thread optimization combined with
page balancing, but it still does not consider number of threads and nodes used,
so the speedup is not significantly better than previous results. Therefore, we
can conclude that thread NUMA degree is the key parameter to improve per-
formance on our test system.

Wang et al., 2016[3] model was focused on thread optimization and evening
out a number of pages across the system, but also it considers thread NUMA
degree and degree of parallelism. This approach assumes use First-touch default
page policy, but as it is not possible to simulate with codelets we used Locality
page policy instead. As it was seen in Section 4.1, Locality improvement is a
powerful optimisation. As a result, we over-estimate the potential speedup of
Wang et. al.’s work. In addition, we assumed that Wang et al.’s model always
makes correct predictions, but it may mispredict as well as our model. In order
to make a fair comparison, we made an assumption that our prediction model
always makes correct predictions.

As the result, the highest speedup was achieved with methods that consider
thread NUMA degree and degree of parallelism together with NUMA optimiza-
tions. Nevertheless, we note that these observations are relative to our tested
system: different NUMA systems may have different key optimization parame-
ters.

5We use the whole system but without any data optimization
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Figure 30: (higher is better) Speedup achieved by related work simulation.
Optimizing thread NUMA degree is key to performance.

8 Conclusion

During this work, we saw that applications performance are strongly affected
by the placement of their pages and threads on NUMA systems. In particular,
properly selected degree of parallelism, NUMA degree, placements of threads
and pages can significantly improve performance but is a challenging task.

The contribution of this thesis is a model that provides competitive perfor-
mance to related works thanks to predicting a mapping. In the current approach,
we considered all the codes for training. By only measuring the code twice, we
can provide 1.43× speedup.

As future work, more performance gains can be achieved with similar num-
ber of clusters by considering more hardware performance counters features. We
can also further validate the model by training and testing it over different set
of codes.
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